
Let’s see.  This guy wants to be everybody’s friend, from the poorest ignorant black 
‘victim’ living on “Uncle Sam’s Plantation” to the richest, whitest, treasonous member of 
the gang banker cartel.  From singer Beyonce to Hamas. From impressionable school 
children being re-educated in our Rockefeller/Dewey humanist public school system to 
so-called liberals and “Progressives” at the Ivy League re-education centers.  A 
“Christian” and friend of Rick Warren yet the most radical pro-abortion Rockefleller 
eugenicist who deemed it okay that an independent living human being be allowed to die.  
Now of course he’s your “friend” as long as you agree with him as Republican shill Rush 
Limbaugh is finding out. “El Rushbo” still can’t see that he’s staring right at the 
“conspiracy” as he laughs off the “conspiracy kooks” like yours truly.   And as of today, 
February 1, 2009, we still don’t know which hospital in Hawaii our Messiah was born in 
or if he was born a half a world away in Kenya.  He retook the flubbed oath of office in 
private this time without Lincoln’s Bible as “an abundance of caution” yet has spent 
$800,000 and counting just to fight lawsuits that challenge his citizenship…. 
 
WHO IS THIS GUY? 
 
Anyway, it’s week two of the Messiah and the Leviathan that is the marriage of the gang 
banker cartel with the “New” Age eco wacko Mother loons is becoming increasingly 
apparent.  This “conspiracy theorist”, among a few others, has been singing this song as 
loudly as possible.  The question is, when will people finally listen? Beware the 
environmental movement, beware the environmental movement (see link 
on bottom of the New Age page):  
 

School Children Complain of “Obama Worship” During Lessons 
(Infowars.com, January 29, 2009) 
 
Children are asked to complete “Obama video worksheets” while learning all 
about the president’s life, but apparently not what his policies are or even what 
party he represents. 
 
When added to the footage of glassy eyed children singing beautiful melodic 
songs about Obama (see below) and the now infamous footage of Obama youth 
brigade, children blindly reciting what their elders have told them to, these stories 
add up to a disturbing overall trend. 

 
The fervor with which Obama is being received by portions of the American 
public is reaching a frightening level.  It has come to the point where the new 
president is literally being hailed as the anointed savior of humanity. 

 
Of course this is one article (of many) but this “conspiracy theorist” agrees 
wholeheartedly: WATCH OUT FOR THIS GUY.  Of course it’s hard to “change” when 
the same group of criminal bankstas is being summoned to “rescue” the ailing economy 
(which they’re responsible for to begin with): 
 



What critics missed about treasury chief: Geithner presided over Wall Street 
collapse as regional Fed president (WorldNetDaily.com 1/29/09) 
 
NEW YORK – While the nomination of Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner 
generated plenty of heat because of his failure to pay income taxes for five years, 
almost unnoticed amid the controversy is the fact that he presided over the failure 
of some of the largest banking institutions in the world – institutions he was 
charged with overseeing and regulating as head of the New York region of the 
Federal Reserve Bank. 
The Obama administration has touted Geithner as a financial wizard uniquely 
qualified to preside over the U.S. Treasury during this period of economic crisis, 
despite the obvious failure of the New York Federal Reserve Bank to sustain the 
solvency of New York financial institutions during his tenure.  

Globalists also noted Geithner's credentials. He worked for Kissinger and 
Associates for three years in Washington, D.C.  

Then, from 1998-2001, he served as under secretary of the treasury for 
international affairs under Clinton administration treasury secretaries Robert 
Rubin and Lawrence Summers.  

He is an active member of the Council of Foreign Relations.  

Geithner also has previous ties to Obama.  

At the Ford Foundation in the early 1980s, Geithner oversaw micro-finance 
programs in Indonesia, where he reportedly met in person with Obama's mother. 
Ann Dunham spent part of her career working in Indonesian micro-finance after 
she received her Ph.D. in anthropology. 

Geithner’s name also showed up in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” as a member of the 
alleged Bilderberg Group that allegedly held a meeting in June 2008 that Barak Obama 
allegedly attended but we’re not sure since his press entourage WAS locked on a plane 
that was flying back to Chicago minus the Messiah who was alleged to be at the alleged 
Bilderberg Meeting in nearby Chantilly, Virginia (see Bilderberg Link on related links 
page for Mystery, Babylon, USA).  What about the rest of this article? Council on 
Foreign Relations, Rockefeller lackey  Henry Kissinger (who we’ll see again 
momentarily), Clinton era criminal gang bankers Rubin and Summers, the Ford 
Foundation (that was blasted by heroic Senator Joe McCarthy’s Reece Commission along 
with associated gang banker “philanthropic” foundations like the Carnegie Endowment, 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, etc. etc.).   

Ho-hum just more “conspiracy theory”. 



Who IS this guy?: 

Congress sued to remove prez from White House 
'Defendants had to ensure the Constitution is upheld' (WorldNetDaily.com 
1/29/09) 

The biggest question was why, if a Hawaii birth certificate exists as his campaign 
has stated, Obama hasn't simply ordered it made available to settle the rumors. 

The governor's office in Hawaii said there is a valid certificate but rejected 
requests for access and left ambiguous its origin: Does the certificate on file with 
the Department of Health indicate a Hawaii birth or was it generated after the 
Obama family registered a Kenyan birth in Hawaii? 

Obama's half-sister, Maya Soetoro, has named two different Hawaii hospitals 
where Obama could have been born. There have been other allegations that 
Obama actually was born in Kenya during a time when his father was a British 
subject. At one point a Kenyan ambassador said Obama's birth place in Kenya 
already was recognized and honored.  

Ahh. Now we can see for ourselves the Rockefeller eugenics/eco wacko leviathan 
starting to rear its ugly head under the auspices of “change” as America is brought to “a 
new age” courtesy “The Messiah”.   

 ‘This Week’ Transcript: Nancy Pelosi 

Sunday Exclusive: House Speaker on ‘This Week with George Stephanopoulos 
(On ABCnew.com1/25/09) 

Stephanopoulos: Hundreds of millions of dollars to expand family planning 
services.  How is that stimulus? 

  
Pelosi: Well, the family planning services reduce cost.  They reduce cost. The 
states are in terrible fiscal budget crises now and part of what do for children’s 
health, education and some of those elements are to help states meet their 
financial needs.  One of those – one of the initiatives you mentioned, the 
contraception, will reduce costs to the states and to the federal government. 
 
Stephanopoulos: So no apologies for that? 
 
Pelosi: No apologies. No. We have to deal with the consequences of the downturn 
in our economy.  Food stamps, unemployment insurance, some of the initiatives 
you just mentioned. What economists have told us right from right to left.  There 
is more bang for the buck, a term they use, by investing in food stamps and in 
unemployment insurance than in any tax cut. 

 



There is so much one can say here but let’s stay on point.  How soon until Uncle Sam 
starts telling you how many kids you can have or that you have to abort your 
“inconvenient” baby because it’s too expensive for “free” government health care?  Do 
you still think this is “conspiracy theory”?  Read the next one. 
 

Having More Than 2 Kids Will Destroy Planet, Environmentalist Says 
(FoxNews.com and timesonline.co.uk 2/1/09) 
Couples who have more than two children are being "irresponsible" by creating 
an unbearable burden on the environment, the British government's green adviser 
warned. 

Jonathon Porritt, who chairs the government's Sustainable Development 
Commission, says curbing population growth through contraception and abortion 
must be at the heart of policies to fight global warming. 

“Many organisations think it is not part of their business. My mission with the 
Friends of the Earth and the Greenpeaces of this world is to say: ‘You are 
betraying the interests of your members by refusing to address population issues 
and you are doing it for the wrong reasons because you think it is too 
controversial,” he said.  

Porritt, a former chairman of the Green party, says the government must improve 
family planning, even if it means shifting money from curing illness to increasing 
contraception and abortion. 

Think things will never get to this side of the pond? Don’t we have Greenpeace and a 
“Green Party” here already?  What an INCONVENIENT TRUTH, we have the gang 
banker funded eco wacko scam getting ready to kick population control into high gear 
with a compliant “Messiah” at the helm whom those in the “imbecile majority” can’t 
even question without being called ‘racist’ yet abortion’s primary goal as per goddess 
Mag Sanger is to eliminate “morons” and “human weeds” in mostly poor black 
neighborhoods. And speaking of useful idiot Al Gore he was shooting his mouth off 
about Venus because it’s becoming evident that real scientists on Spaceship Earth are 
jumping off his Inter-plantetary Panel of Cosmic Clowns faster than the Titanic as snow 
in New Orleans doesn’t exactly sell “warming”.   

 Al Gore and Venus Envy (foxnews.com 1/29/09) 

 Commenting on another key deficiency in the manmade catastrophic 
global warming hypothesis, Theon also observed that “[climate] models do not 
realistically simulate the climate system … some scientists have manipulated the 
observed data to justify their model results … This is clearly contrary to how 
science should be done … Thus there is no rational justification for using climate 
model forecasts to determine public policy.” 

The same could be said for Gore and his slide shows. 



Venus envy? Yeah, why not? There’s no Al Gore there. 

The models suck and this whole thing is the ANTI-Scientific method as discussed last 
week.  So just where is all this global wackism going?  The following are only a few 
headlines that this “conspiracy theorist” picked out over the last few years along with 
some brief commentary.  I didn’t even bother trying to relegate this stuff to sub-headings 
since it’s all merging into one disturbing whole. They are in backwards date order. 

Gang-banker/Bilderberg attendee/Obama “advisor”/Rockefeller lap dog Hank Kissinger 
is shooting his mouth off again as he writes in the International Herald Tribune the so 
called “Global Edition of the New York Times”  

 The Chance for a new world order (on iht.com, 1/12/09) 

The extraordinary impact of the president-elect on the imagination of humanity is 
an important element in shaping a new world order.  But it defines an opportunity, 
not a policy. 

In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented how the UN-dead regards fake global 
warming (climate change?) as a REAL “security issue”: 

Obama says climate change a matter of national security (reuters.com, 
12/9/08) 

Chicago (Reuters) – President elect Barack Obama said on Tuesday attacking 
global climate change is a “matter of urgency” that will create jobs as he got 
advice from Al Gore, who won a Nobel Peace Prize on the issue. 

“This is a matter of urgency and national security and it has to be dealt with in a 
serious way. That’s what I intend my administration to do,” Obama said. 

Not a word about REAL scientists running from this debacle more and more just “Nobel 
Peace Prize” by useful idiot Al Gore. Strange. Snews… 

Not only is snow in New Orleans, Las Vegas and Malibu unusual but in London as well 
(and last year it snowed in BAGHDAD): 

Snow blankets London for Global Warming Debate How Parliament passed the 
Climate Bill (theregister.co.uk, 10/29/08) 

Snow fell as the House of Commons debated Global Warming yesterday – the 
first October snow fall in the metropolis since 1922. 

And what about those images of “melting polar ice caps” shoved almost daily at the 
“imbecile majority” by Rockefeller buddy/population control advocate/CNN owner Ted 
Turner and friends?: 

WWF Resorts to Deception in Climate Fearmongering (infowars.com, 
10/21/08) 



Global warming fearmongers the World Wildlife Fund have been caught in a new 
act of deception after citing shrinking Arctic ice coverage to suggest climate 
change is “faster and more extreme” than first thought, while failing to 
acknowledge that Arctic sea ice expanded over an area bigger than the size of 
Germany during the year of 2008. 

Global Cooling: Alaskan Glaciers Grow For First Time in 250 Years 
(infowars.com 10/17/08) 

Hmm. How far away is the world “To the Mouth of Madness”? Not very, I’m afraid. 

As the World Snoozes, Environmentalists Cheer Turning Nature into 
“Rights Bearing Entity” (wesleyjsmith.com 10/3/08) 

One of the most radical alterations in the definition of humankind has just 
occurred in Ecuador and the world snoozes. But the radical environmental 
movement sees what is happening and is cheering.   

Today, the people of Ecuador voted to recognize the inalienable rights belonging 
to their ecosystems… 

Hmmm. Here’s the connection to the “Capitalistic” gang bankers and the “liberal” eco 
wackos (The introduction written by “Capitalistic” David Rockefeller in “liberal” eco 
wacko book “Beyond Interdependence” documented in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” 
keeps making more and more sense): 

Carbon Tax Provisions Hidden in Bailout Bill (infowars.com 10/2/08) 

Perhaps one of the biggest side-effects of the Senate bailout bill passed 
yesterday may prove to be the carbon tax measures tucked away in its 451 
pages. 

Among other global warming taxation pimps, Goldman Sachs, under Henry 
Paulson’s direction, released a statement several years ago pushing for carbon 
trading, stating that “voluntary action alone cannot solve the climate change 
problem.” Now we are on the cusp of compulsory measures taking hold. 

 
So the bailout will not only facilitate the government takeover of assets with 
broad and very unchecked power, but will pave the way to carbon taxation 
schemes? And how does CO2 hysteria bear any relation to our economic woes? 
Only in that both are movements towards greater consolidation and control. 

Forcing the economy to develop a ‘carbon conscience’ not only would likely be a 
stumbling block to economic stimulation, but trading carbon-credits on the market 
seemingly puts real assets in even greater jeopardy and goes beyond leveraging 
and fiat federal reserve currency further into the realm of imaginary-fiction funny 
money– and puts globalist monopoly men one step closer to total control. 



Hmmm. Useful idiot Al Gore’s computer models suck…you don’t say. 

Disproof of Global Warming Hype Published (infowars.com 8/22/08) 
 

A mathematical proof that there is no “climate crisis” has been published in 
debate on global warming in Physics and Society, a scientific publication of the 
46,000-strong American Physical Society. 

Christopher Monckton, who once advised Margaret Thatcher, demonstrates via 30  
that computer models used by the UN’s climate panel (IPCC) were pre-
programmed with overstated values for the three variables whose product is 
“climate sensitivity” (temperature increase in response to greenhouse-gas 
increase), resulting in a 500-2000% overstatement of CO2’s effect on temperature 
in the IPCC’s latest climate assessment report, published in 2007. 

 Lord Monckton’s paper reveals that – 

► The IPCC’s 2007 climate summary overstated CO2’s impact on 
temperature by 500-2000%; 

► CO2 enrichment will add little more than 1 °F (0.6 °C) to global mean 
surface temperature by 2100; 

► Not one of the three key variables whose product is climate sensitivity can 
be measured directly; 

► The IPCC’s values for these key variables are taken from only four 
published papers, not 2,500; 

► The IPCC’s values for each of the three variables, and hence for climate 
sensitivity, are overstated; 

► “Global warming” halted ten years ago, and surface temperature has been 
falling for seven years; 

► Not one of the computer models relied upon by the IPCC predicted so long 
and rapid a cooling; 

► The IPCC inserted a table into the scientists’ draft, overstating the effect of 
ice-melt by 1000%; 

► It was proved 50 years ago that predicting climate more than two weeks 
ahead is impossible; 

► Mars, Jupiter, Neptune’s largest moon, and Pluto warmed at the same time 
as Earth warmed; 



► In the past 70 years the Sun was more active than at almost any other time 
in the past 11,400 years. 

Ummm. Never mind. 

 Spanish parliament to extend rights to apes (reuters.com 6/25/08) 

Yours truly tried this one…it ‘works’: 

Green web site tells when you should die: Calculator reveals when your share 
of Earth’s resources fully consumed (WorldNetDaily.com 6/5/08) 

At least RC Christian (see 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos link on the 
bottom of the New Age page) was only calling for 90% reduction… 

Ted Turner: World Needs a ‘Voluntary’ One-Child Policy for the Next 
Hundred Years – Billionaire Eugenicist Confronted on Calls for 95% 
Population Reduction (wiseupjournal.com 4/29/08) 

 
Maurice Strong is the Canadian Al Gore/David Rockefeller, i.e. eco wacko/yet a 
billionaire oil man all tied up in one nice tidy package.  Among his hang outs are 
Mystery, Babylon, USA’s church of Satan over at Saint John’s the Divine Cathedral (see 
Cathedral link on Related Links page for Mystery, Babylon, USA) and the UN-dead, 
home to Lucifer’s Publishing Company.  Hmm. Check out the link Beware the 
Environmental Movement, Beware the Environmental Movement on the bottom of 
the New Age page… 

Eco-economic Warfare and the Planned Collapse of Western Civilization 
(sovereignsentinence.blogspot.com 2/11/08)  

 
Maurice Strong, is perhaps most widely known as the co-author of the 1994 Earth 
Charter with the communist and former president Mikhail Gorbachev, who once 
stated that the threat of environmental crisis will be the “international disaster key 
that will unlock the New World Order”. 

 The Church of Global Warming (FrontPageMagazine.com, 4/6/06) 

Preachers used to warn of divine judgment if sinners did not repent and turn to 
God.  

Now increasingly, preachers of the Left are instead warning of cataclysmic 
climate change if polluters (especially of the American variety) do not abandon 
economic growth and yield to the most apocalyptic scenarios of the 
environmental movement.   



The NCC green prophets naturally pointed out…the earth’s polluter in chief: the 
United States. 

…More traditional religionists will recall, with the Psalmist, that the earth is the 
Lord’s footstool, and it is not the fragile porcelain imagined by some ardent 
secularists and religious faddists. God may indeed judge the world, but t the sins 
that provoke Him might be more serious than purchasing an SUV or occasionally 
voting Republican. 

I realize that the name ROCKEFELLER keeps coming up everywhere but there were 
other gang bankers involved in this ‘peaceful’ takeover of “The Late Great USA” as well.  
One was Andrew Carnegie nineteenth century steel magnate, General Electric owner and 
associated with the early twentieth century “Federal” “Reserve” banksta criminal 
parasites.  His name and endowment received their fair share of attention from ‘tail 
gunner Joe’ McCarthy’s Reece Commission in the early 1950s.  Perhaps we should have 
listened to the great Senator McCarthy since the Carnegie Institution for (barf) Science is 
infatuated with useful idiot Al Gore: 

Global Ecology’s Field and Caldeira Major Contributors to Nobel winning 
Panel (ciw.edu 10/15/07) 

Carnegie scientists Chris Field and Ken Caldeira of the Department of Global 
Ecology are key contributors in the UN panel awarded the 2007 Nobel Peace 
Prize on October 12 for work on global climate change.  The International Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) shares the prize with former vice president Al Gore 
for his role in communicating the issue to the public. 

So we have gang banker Carnegie’s minions who seem to forget he acquired eco wacko 
target General Electric at the end of the nineteenth century aligning with banksta criminal 
David Standard Oil Rockefeller’s UN-dead.  Of course Rockefeller Standard Oil’s 
offshoots of today comprise the ‘evil’ American oil companies… 

In closing here is something to keep an ILLUMINATED eye on as things seem to be 
melding together at an alarming pace in regards to THEM… 

UFO over Germany official – says air traffic control (Austriantimes.com 
1/30/09) 

 


